
Stainless Steel Dough Scraper with Wooden Handle

Main features of stainless steel dough scraper with wooden handle

1.Stainless steel of food-grade raw material, heavy-duty, corrosion resistance, eco-friendly and
healthy

2.Surface deal with polish technology, metal texture has tactile and clean appeal

3.Made all-in-one piece for a good look and convenient use

4.Wooden handle is heat resistant, scientifically designed for a comfortable and stable grip

 



 

Product Description of stainless steel dough scraper with wooden handle

Stainless steel dough scraper is also know as dough chopper, dough cutter. It is a very essential tool
for chefs, in bakery, and even in home kitchen for those people who love to eat freshly baked
bread at home.

The all-purposed dough scrapper/chopper/cutter has various usages and brings a lot convenience
with one tool. It can used to portion bread dough, cut through pastry, smooth cake frosting or
fondant, or even chop vegetables. So many usages all in one tool - dough scraper is one the most
worthy and must-have tool for all bakers & chefs.

 



Stainless steel dough scraper from Tsingbuy - China bakeware manufacturer, is very well built and
looks beautiful. You can lift, turn and cut pastry dough in an easy way with this dough scraper from
China bakeware factory. What you will love about is that the dough scraper is made of heavy-duty
stainless steel with sturdy and well made construction, not to wobble. Here we list several
advantages of professional baking dough scraper from Tsingbuy - China bakeware supplier:

First, dough scraper blade is sharper than normal scraper. It can’t be only used to chop but also
smooth and scrape. The professional dough scraper/chopper/cutter comes specially designed
with sharpened blade and is ready to give you a smooth edge or surface on your cake frosting, bread
dough, pizza dough and pastry in an easy way.

Second, professional baking dough scrapper is built to last long service life. Generally it is made of
solid and heavy duty raw material, and it has stainless steel construction to keep a straight edge
with no warping. Professional cake tools supplier would also design a good rubber handle to give
bakers a stable and comfortable grip. Measurements was engraved into the metal, so that they won’t
fade away and wll be always clear to see.

Third, professional dough scrapper is easy to clean up. China bakeware manufacturer designed it
and made it dishwasher safe. It is can be also a best choice as an excellent gift for special baker, or
baker wannabe, or home cook in your life.

Fourth, dough scraper/chopper/cutter has many other usages. For example, it is perfect for BBQ,
grill, flat top cooking, griddle. It is a good accessories for home kitchen or backyard barbecue.

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products.html


  



 

Customization of Stainless Steel Dough Scraper in Tsingbuy - China bakeware manufacturer

As one of the leading China bakeware manufacturer with more than 12 years experience in hundreds of bakery tools, we
have factory ability to customize in China for international markets.

If you want an OEM order, please contact us and tell your quantity and customized size in length
and width, as well as logo, packing requirements. You can also ask for a sample which will be
charged to confirm the quality and workmanship.

If you have an idea totally different from our stocked product, you can send us a picture for
reference. Then we will design and send you a drawing to confirm. After confirm, it will be under
mass production.  

 

About us

We are the leading China bakeware manufacturer and has been striving to producing the best
baking products, raging from sheet pans, loaf pans/toast tins, baguette trays, OEM industry cup
trays, bakery trolley, cooling rack and many other series of bakeware tools to baking related tools
like banneton baskets, PP baskets, bakery couche, baking mat and so on. We are also experienced
and professional in bakeware customization.

What is more important, our factory ability to customize bakeware in China helps you grasp
opportunities in your market and makes you much more competitive in price.

If you have any needs, don’t hesitate to contact us.

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Sheet-Pan.htm
https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Bakeware-Tools.htm
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